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ROOSEVELT TO VISIT· CAMPUS
•

•

•

•

•

Home·_Coming Dance Plans Formulated
I
Senior Sodality Selects
Kemper Lane Hotel Is
Business Manager
Again Chosen She;
Jim Far.as e y Heads ' - - - - - - - - - - - - '
CommitJee.

The Kemper Lane Hotel in
Walnut Hills, wher.e last year was
held' one of. the most entertaining and successful dances of recent Homecomings, was again
chosen by the undergraduate "X"
Club as the· setting for the annual Homecoming Dance after
the Xavier Wittenberg game on
Nov.ember 7.
A committee headed by Jim
Farasey, and consisting of Virgil
Lagaly, Bill . Russ, and Fred Nebel was appointed this week by
President Kim Darragh, and
plans. are being o.utlined to make
the alumni welcome to the Xavier celebration the biggest event
of the day.. Bids are· still .being
received on orchestras, and a selection will be made within the
next few days.
GUESSING GAME
Among the many novel attractions· at· the dance ···wm·· be ·the
awarding of ·a door prize to the
· person in attendance who has
guessed 'the closest to the exact
minute when the first touchdown
of the ·game is scored. Rules of
the contest will be published in
the next issue of The News, and
on all bulletin boards.
Working in cooperation with
the graduate "X" Club, and using a system whereby each member of the Alumni will be contacted individually, the committee
expects to stage the largest reunion of alumni and undergraduates in Homecoming History.

W i II St o 11 Tomorrow
Morning At Foot Of
O'Brien Staircase.

Program Friday Morning·
Election Of Officers Will B 0 0 k I 0 v e r s TO BE ESCORTED
Supplem~nt Proposed
Action At Open Meet·
ing.

•
Cl~ f Cl
. .ub App~m. t~. .
'
Barman Manager
--.
Donald .J. Barma.n, arts senior,
t d b
was appom e
usmess mana?er
of the .clef Club at a meetmg
held this week. He succeeds Nelson. J. P
. os t . w h 0 gra d. ua t ed 1as t
spring. A~sistant ~usmess manag~r f.or tlus season 1s Jack Shack,
a JUmor.
. .
The duty ?f the bu~mess manager, acco~dmg to Kim G. Dar7agh, president of the Clef Club,
is to arrange an elaborate schedule of concerts for the gle.e club
to be performed
after
t'
·
t d t Christmas.
T~17c Iub i.s expec e
a. con mue
g1vmg radio concerts this season,
d 't · looking forward to many
an i is
successful performanc~s . before
audiences in the various local
schopls and colleges.

The adoption of a concrete program and the election of officers
for the current scholastic year
will be the main issues before the
Senior Sodality when that group
convenes tomorrow morning in
Room 31 immediately after the
studenl mass in Bellarmine Chapel.
An open-forum discussion on
the activities to be undertaken
this year will follow the presentation of a tentative program formulated during the past week by
a committee of Sodalists and the
Rev. C. J. Steiner;
. S. J., moderator of the So d a1ity.
It is understood that the Xavier
plan.will- closely .parallel, the res1
olutions adopted in. St. Lou~s. ast
summer at the National Spmtual
Leadership Convention of co!le,ge
students held under the superv1sion of the Rev. Daniel A. _Lord,
S. J., moderator of the Jesuit· Sodalities in the United States.
Father Lord returned from a
trip to Rome during which he
conferred with the Holy Father
on the possibilities for organized
Catholic youth movements in the
United States. His ideas on Sodality work have been widely
adopted in all parts of the United
States.
. . t ua1 prog ram
An e1a b ora t e sp1ri
is bein
lanned for introduction
~ pu .
't
F
th
to Xavier mvers1 y.
ram
e
ist of the plans exchanged last
g k t th S d rt
t' g it
wee a
.e a a I y mee m •
(Contmucd on Page 3 )

Bob Ha. rt I au h
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I s A p p 0 Int
.
•
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·l
.F 1rs ergean St ripes
.
Awarded To Members
--•
A ·
u•
Appointment Given To
Of Field rti ery nit
~

Drum Major Of Band.
.
· ·
Band To Perform At
Next Home Game.
,
Robert J: Hartlaub has been
appoiiited first sergeant in the
Reserve Office'l's Training Corps
in recognition of his efforts as
drum-major of t.he Xavier University Musketeer band. .The appointment was made last week
and communicated to a Xaverian
·News reporter by Rev. John v.
Usher, S. J., moderator of all musical organizations on the campus
Under the direction of Mr. Austin H. Schaeffer, the band has
been rehearsing twice weekly
since the opening of classes and
will be ready for its debut in
. military attire at the Davis and
Elkin football game which will
be the next home game on the
Musketeer schedule.
There are 26 members in the
band in: accordance with the military requirements, whereby 26
instruinents are. put at ..the ·disposal. of the university by the
War.])e11artment."

Camp stripes for the successful
mpletion of C M T C enco
· · · ·
campments were issued yesterday to the members of the R. 0.
T. C. unit.
.
Acting first sergeant Richard
L. Dooley was the only one of
the group to receive more .than
one stripe. His ~ime SJ?ent m C.
M. T. Camps entitle~ him to .two
stripes. The foflowmg received
one stripe each: Acting first sergeant Robert Meyer; acting cor-..
porais; John F. O'Connor, Robert
H. Blum, Edward J. Ken.n~dy,
Emmert A. Ratterman, Wilham
J, Reilly, T!m?thy N. Dooley,
Harold A. R.1tz1e, .Harry J. Russ,
James E. Kilgarriff, and Robert
H. Fox.
In the absence of the .Rev.
Dennis F. Burns, S. J~, president
of Xavier, the stripes were is~ued
by Major A. M. Harper, professor of military science and tactics at Xavier.
· In preparation for the military
ball .to .. be held for the first time
this year, the following committee was .elected: acting first ser-

11

· ·
geant Robert F. Meyer, 3umor;
Richard L. Dooley, sophomore;
Joseph E. Donovan and John B.
Sweeney, freshmen.
The committee was elected by the members of the three classes represented in the R. O. T. C. The
ball will be held some time in
November.
Definite .time and
place are uncertain.

Ch
Cl b A ·
ess U
rranges
Interesting Schedule
Convening for its initial session,· Monday, the Chess Club
through its president, Leonard C.
Gartner, announced that Mr. Salvador Bonilla-Sosa will serve as
coach of the chess team.
Mr. Bonilla-Sosa is a Chess expert and should be able to instruct the men in the finer points
of the game, Gartner said.
The new memoers were informed that .It has been customary to engage the University of
Cincinnati Miami University, and
the Alum~i in tournaments1

A

•

SS0 CI 3

•

tl0 n

BY WM. J. LEONARD

On Trip Through City
To Survey Federal Pro·
Mothers Of Freshmen jects.
Are Invited To Attend Franklin Delano Roosevelt
will visit the Xavier UniverReception Next Weel·
sity campus tomorrow mornnesday.
ing, it was learned yesterday

Sponsors Tea

The Booklovers Association of
Xavier University will welcome
into their group the mothers of
freshman students at a reception
and tea to be held next Wednesday afternoon in the Biology
Building Lobby on the Avondale
campus.
A short business meeting will
precede. the social part··- of .. the
program. Speakers at the meeting will be the Rev. Dennis F.
Burns, s. J., president of the University·, the Rev. Edward Carrigan, s. J., dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences; Rev. Paul J.
Sweeney, S. J., professor of Eriglish, and moderator of the Book·
lovers Association; and Major
Arthur M. Harper, commanding
officer of the ROTC unit.
In the receiving line will be
Fathers Burns, Carrigan, and
Sweeney, Major· Harper, Mrs.
Adolph Kach, Mrs. Louis J. Tuke,
and Mrs. Joseph B. Moorman.
Hostesses for the occasion are
Mrs. Louise .Brockman, Mrs.
Charles Fitzgerald Mrs William
,
·
Helmick, Mrs. A. Antonelli, Miss
Ada Hummel, and Mrs. Joseph
Kiefer.
Presiding at the tea table will
be Mrs. George Linfert, Mrs .
JohnP.Ryan,Mrs.VincentBeckman, a_nd Mrs. Charles Wheeler.
A musical program is to be presented by Mrs. w. A. Meyer and
Thomas Gorman, a member of the
University Glee Club.
Following the affair the guests
will be taken on a tour of inspection through the college
buildings by student gui4_es.

Dante Club Plans
M
A • S
ost CtlVe eason
Twenty students applied for
membership in the Dante Club at
the initial meeting of the organization held last Monday. In order to swell the membership of
the club which has ·been dep!eted by graduation five new memhers will be selected after a series of competitive tryouts to be
given before Rev. John V. Usher,
moderator of the c11,1b, and a
committee of three members of
the lecturing society.
According to Leonard C. Gartner, president, and Edwa1·d J.
Kennedy, Jr., an extensive leeture to include the cities of Chicage, Louisville, Detroit, and
Cleveland· is now being arranged.
There will be a meeting of the
organization tomorrow at 12:30
in th~ Biology Builqing.

by Rev. Dennis F. Burns, S. J.,
president of the University.
Mr. Roosevelt will stop at
the foot of the O'Brien staircase in front of Hinkle Hall
during the course of his trip
through Cincinnati.
Th e mam
· purpose a f th e p rcs1·
dent's visit to the middlewest is

to view the completed projects of
The ·works Progress Administra·
tion. While in Cincinnati, he will
visit Greenhills where a new subdivision has been built by the Resettlement Administration.
The other presidential candidate, Gov. Alf M. Landon was in
Cincinnati last week-end.
FIRST TIME
As far as could be learned yesterday, Mr. Roosevelt's coming
will mark the first time in the
(Continued on Page 3)

Spanish Club
Formed Here
Off•1cers Named
Ac ti vi ties Planned;
Monthly Socials To Be
Highlight For New
Group.
Four Juniors were elected of·
ficers by the newly formed Xa·
vier Spanish Club at the initial
meeting of the organization last
Friday. The officers named were:
Robert·Cummins, President; Don·
aid MacEwen, Vice President;
Donald Bailey, Treasurer, and
Jack Fogarty, Secretary.
Mr. Salvador Bonilla-Sosa, director, now working fm." his
Master of Arts degree in Romance
Languages at the University of
Cincinnati, has arranged an in·
teresting program in conjunction
with the U. of C. Spanish Club.
A joint meeting will be held
monthly, consisting of lectures;'
discussion of the different phases
of Iberian literature, history, and
art, and general conversation in
Spanish. At intervals a tea dance
will be held after the meetings.
At the last meeting the possi·
bility of entering teams in the
Intramural League was discussed, and the general. program of
the club's activities was outlined
by Mr. Bonilla-Sosa.·
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Student Council Asked To
Assist In Planning Dads Day

NEWS, THURSDAY,

OCTOBER 15, 1936

Mermaid Tavern
Conducts First
ft"
• •
I nitJatJon Ites

•

Xavier men a day of entertain·
ment and welcome as· the guests
of the Blue and White.
Fogarty And Hausman
•
SALE OF SOUVENms
Inducted; Third To Be
The Council also voted favor·
T k
Jn A Th N
--ably on a ·bill proposing the sale
a en
t
e ext
Accepting the proposal that of Xavier badges, pennants, and
Meeting.
hey undertake the complete novelties at remaining home
·
d su erv1·51· 0 n of the
b 'd
'd'
t
--Pl anmng an
P
. ga.mes, esi es provi mg .en er· Th' k.
t
k th · d t'
Dad's Day program when Xavier taming programs at half time.
m •?g o ma ~ e m. uc 10n
·
· .
ceremonies· more mterestmg by
plays Detroit on November 14, Due to a lack of student mter· devoting more time to individual
the Student Council voted unan· est in campus dances, and be· candidates, the Mermaid Tavern
mously this week to begin plans cause the Social Committee is received only two of the three
mmediately for the welcoming presenting the Homecoming new members at the meeting
of Xavier Dads in the third an· Dance, the Frosh-Soph Hop, and last night.
John Fogarty and
nual Dad's Day on the campus. Pow Wow before Thanksgiving Jlames Hausman were iform~lly
.
• adopted by the Taverners into
Jim Yates, Fred Nebel, and a vote. was taken against the the group at this meeting. Fo·
Paul Long were appointed on a presentation of further Union garty. is a junior and H~uslll;an is
committee to send out invitations, House Hops during the football a sophomore at the university.
and the remaining members of seasor;.
.
The third man .will be inducted
th
.
.
.
.
Senior representative Don Bar· at the next meeting.
e Council will meet ag~m this man and Junior representative All of the new members have
week to formulate a definite pro- Paul Kelley were absent at the been placed on probation for a
gram offering the Dads of all voting.
week before their acceptance.

No More Union House
Dances Will Be Held
According To Vote.

Their conformance or non-con·
formance to the rules imposed
upo.n them by senior Tavernera
decide~ the method and the rf1or
of their Initiation. Twice during
the past week a grand assizes,
corresponding roughly to ·a kan·
garoo court was held for the beneftt of the candidates. New· mem·
bers were haled before, the bar
privately and given the· award
their conduct merited.
These thre_e new patrons will
bring the membership of the
Tavern to twelve, of which ele~·
en are undergraduates and one is
a faculty patron. The mem_ber·
ship will be brought to its full
t
.
J
h
th
quo a m
anuary~ . w en
e
freshman patron will be chosen
from applicants.
Through a regrettable error
In publishing the names of act·
Ing· non-commissioned omcen,
the following omissions were
unintentionally made:
Acting first sergeants, Rob·
ert J. Hartlaub, band, and
Robert F. Meyer, "B" Battery;
actin·g corporals, Robert L.
Saxton, "B" Battery and Rob·
ert n. Fox, "A" Battery,

SPORT~

ASl!llSTAN'l'

Jim Sweeney, •34,- former MUI·
keteer athlete Is now -a11litln1
'
·
on the publ~city staff in the prea
box at Xavier games.. Jim. tabu·
lates statistics with Al Stephan,
one of the managing editors of
The News ·
·
·

~

SEMINARIAN
--.. J'!lstin Wittrock, liberal arts
Jumor of last year, Is now en•
rolled in St. Gregory's Semlnarv
Mt Washington
'"
·
• ...
------------!!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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DA N C E
At Thi
WESTWOOD TOWN HALL

·I

Every W1dnesclay Night

I

·ii°
DUKE SCHUMANN ·· !!!
And His

=

Ten Piece Orchntra

PARK PLAN
. ,
5°11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

- Ifs a Liqht 'Smoke!
a ..

for your peace of mlncl I

You who love the limitless luxwy of •ying in
bed with cracking good story and a corking
good smoke . . . this evening make friends with·
A Light Smoke . . . a light smoke of rich, ri~ ·
bodied tobacco ... LN'11y S,trikel You'll taste the
delicious flavor of higher-priced tobaccos ... all
those fine center leaves, the Cream of the Crop.
You'll learn the joy of smoking with that welcome throat protection offered by Lucky's. private
process-"lt's Toasted." A Light Smo•'e for your.
peace of mind! A Light Smoke (or..your throat!

a

**

.\

NEWS FLASH!

.....

**

'. Over 1,300,000 prizes awarded
in "Sweepstakes"
,.

Think of hi Over 1,300,000 priaa
have already been awarded .In chic
great national cigarette aame, you
Lucky Scrlke ••sweepstakes." Hne
,10•·entered yet? Have you won,.,,,.
Luckies - a flat tin of 50 deUClou
Lucky Strikes?
·
There's music on the air: Tune U.
"Your Hit Parade",.; Wednesday and
Sacurday evenings. Listen, judae, and
ttudy the tunes -then try you LudcJ
Strike "Sweepstakes."
And if you're aoc already 1moldq
LucJdel, buy a pack today and a,
them, too. Maybe you hava baaa
ml11ln1 somethin1. You'll appreciate
the advanca1e1 of t.ucldea-• IJPt
Smoke of ti~ ripe•bocliacl tobaccO.

WHAT A COMFORTAILI nlLINCH
Light~

!

Shut the door on worry ond care , , •
and open up a fresh pack of Luckl•I
You hove no heavy feellng when you
smoke far Into the nlghl.,A Ughl 51110•1
leaves a clean taste, ond Luckl" are .

H!a!!!~

ri

'!:

-afia~-.
••e:",
-

RIPE.;.10D•ED7,.c,.Acco
- "IT'S TOASTID".
.
.....
'

.

-

,·

/
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·

.
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First Debate Vigorous Campaigning
Oh Say
·
All El ect1on
· ·
Can.You Seer!? WillBeHeidBy D
Phiiopedian om1nates .

F ronts

BY RUSTICUS

ARLY LAST WEEK a horrendous bray swept out from the
vicinity of . Chicago over the
world. We didn't inquire whether or no the x seismograph inked the record, but we did think
we noticed the skeleton-rather,
the china-rattle a . bit in the
closet; The cause of it came in
next morning on an AP item boxed as 'Savage Politics'. It was a
learned professor of a great universiiy emitting 1before a lbooboise
club. His subject was Noise. The
shouting of present-day politi·
cians was likened to the cries
and martial music of savages.
Such noise was said to "express
the feelings of the orators and
bal'barlans· and stirred their followers."
We1', .. may,be. But it irritated
us to have all the pieces dashed
off the chess"board with one
learned sweep of contempt. The
promises and shouts of politicians
have something proverbial about
them-we don't recall just what.
But our talk about politics and
Congress ls, on the whole, rather
good-natured, ready to laugh off
much of the clowning so long as
it 1hows a good heart. It seems
to us that in a democracy such
as ours the more and harder the
clash between the two great parties, the better for the nation.
There is more grain than chaff in
the campaign winnowing. Whether we like it or not, leaders are
out after our guiding strings, and
they're doing and urging and
persuading considerably to have
us yield to their direction.
We
hope· they're honest about it; we
know they're not complete
dunces. Of course, they have to
tell the electorate about it. All
this may work us up somewhat
at times, but it certainly makes
us think more than usual. There
is more thinking done during the
few months of campaigning than
during the other forty-five
months of incumbency. And the
success of democracy depends
pretty much on those three
months of expression of opinion.
It all comes down to :Lincoln's
good old wheeze a1b out fooling all
of the people all of the time. Not
one politician in a thousand tries
it, .even most of the time, even
in his speeches. Even a learned
professor of a great university
can't do it all of the time.
We'd iike to have a-..few columns to sputter over the learned
professor's grouping of the orators with the savages. We hope
that 1being learned he is misquoted. But the misquoter's . mistake
is all too general an opinion. All
we can say is the old one about
there being orators and orators
and the most of them are fair
elocutionists. Orator is a word
that has been so bandied about
that it hardly means what it
means to anybody.
For most
people the word is synonymous
with trickster. ·And you see how
it can be in one and the same
breath of a learned professor
with savage. Al Smith wrote an
autobiography some years ago. If
it has an index-we forget now.. look up Bryan, W. J., and read
some of the truth about orators
true and shysters. Well, maybe
not shyster, but . certainly not
false. False orator ls rathe1· a
contradiction.
As the learned professor ot' the
great university is reported,
'Many people of low intellect are
purposely noisy so they may im.·
press their presence'.on those they
deem their betters.· ..•' ,well, you
know that figuratively but quite
truly there may be such a thing
as a noisy idea. Sometimes they
are caught on an· AP flash, and
the city editor sets them up In
boxes. ·.
We are aorry If we have b_een
aunty of brayln1 over the braying about braying.. Those that
know· say donkeys are fasclnat·
ing littl~ beasts .. · . ··.
'·

E

'

J :·

"Should Xavier Ha v e Political Orators Begin·
C o·E d u cation?" Is . ning A New Life As
Election Goes Down
Topic For Debate.
Stretch.

Whether co-education should
be adopted at Xavier University
will be debated by four members of the Poland Philopedian
Society at its meeting Monday
afternoon.
The exact wording of the
question is: "Resolved, that Xavier would be aided by the adoplion of co-education." rt was debated last year and developed
into an interesting con test. . .
The affirmative side will be upheld by John E. Fogarty and Albert A. Stephan, both juniors.
Edward J. Kennedy, Jr., and
Leonard C. Gartner will defend
the negative.
The time allotted for constructive speeches is 8 minutes and for
rebuttal 5 minutes.
A judge will be selected from
the members, and the debate will
be presided over by President
Vincent E. Smith, the only officer
not participating in the debate.
The meetin·g is the second of
the bi-weekly assemblies held by
the Philopedian thrciughout the
scholastic year.

Roosevelt To
Visit Campus
Early Friday
(Continued from Page 1) .
history of the University that a
president of the United States has
.
visited the student body.
He will be welcomed by Father
Burns and will be saluted by the
members of the Reserve Officers
Training Corps at Xavier, Maj.
Arthur M. Harper, commanding
officer of the unit said yesterday.
The members of the unit have
been instructed to report in uniform for the occasion.
The time of the President's
visit was not definite at .press
time. He will arrive in Cincinnati at approximately 10:00
o'clock and will be conducted
through the city by Mr. William
J. Leonard, local Democratic
leader and father of Joseph L.
Leonard,·arts student at the University.
Mr. Roosevelt is completing a
tour of the west and middlewest
and will return to Washington
soon to continue his campaign
for re-election.
Classes· will be temporarily dismissed so that the students may
see the President, according to
an announcement made yesterday.

Xavier Forum Convenes
Open To. All Students
The former Commerce Club of
Xavier University, now the Xavier Forum, held its first meeting of the present scholastic year
last night in the Biology Building.
The purpose of the club is to
supply all who wish to join with
an opportunity for open forum
discussion of local, state, national,
and world social and economic
problems.
· In the past the majority of the
student body erroneously beli~v
ed that membership .was limited
to .those in the commerce course.
Because of this the club name
has 'been changed to one which,
it is hoped, will prevent any further confusion on this _point.
The President of the Forum is
Paul Summe. The Secretary is
Richard Blum, and the Treasurer la James Farasey. The Moderators of the Forum are ·Mr.
William E. Chancellor, Professor
of Economics, and Mr. Edwin F.
Th'omburn, Instructor in Accoun.tlng.

BY EDWARD J. KENNEDY, JR.
· Weeks have passed ·since nominations were made of the various pres id en t i al candida_tes,
weeks of lull and quietude. The
candidates have ·been slow in
starting, simply because they
have been playing a waiting
game; waiting to shoot-the-works
till they could see, not the whites
of the eyes, but to se.e and ·hear
the open mouths and the tongues
of the opposition. For some weeks
back all of the politics has been
handled by the small town bolivar, but the board of strategy
having charge of the warfare is
now disregarding the small fry
and calling out in large numbe1·s
throughout the United States the
big guns of oratorical combat,
and from this time on one will
see and hear the generals and
major generals rather than . the
majors and captains.
Getting to the point, Alfred E.
Smith has done an about face,
and in walking and talking himself back into the political limelight, leads the parade of political stumpers which is being augmented almost nightly in these,
the closing weeks of the presidential campaign. Speaking before a throng of "Old Line Democrats" in Philadelphia's Metropolitan Opera House, Smith gave
reasons to. justify his long walk
which threatened last November
and culminated in the Syracuse
Armory two weeks ago, when he
hopped aboard the Republican
bandwagon charging "repudiation" of the 1932 piatform by the
Roosevelt Administration. In his
stirring speech, marked. by' the
sincerity characterizing all of
Smith's moves, and which no one
denies, New York's Happy Warrior, whose great boast is that
he can still wear a derby, declared:
"It was sad for me when my
party was taken over by the New
Deal." Continuing in one of his
most effective speeches in recent
years, Smith described the A. A.
A. as a "Colossal flop," the idea
for which Roosevelt drew froni
the Republican proposals of 1932,
which the President had criticized so severely at the time. Protesting against increasing importation and rising food prices under the New Deal Administration, Smith drew round after
round of applause as thousands of
listeners in and outside the Opera
House, the. latter being reached
by amplifiers, voiced theii' approval.-Certainly the Republican party is well pleased at
Smith's actions, whose move is
prompted more by refusal to side
any longer with the Democrats in
power, than by any new found
love with the rumbling elephant.
Smith will reach the nation over
the radio two more times before
election, once in Chicago on Oct.
22, and again in Albany, N. Y.,
on Oct. 31. A profound influence
will result lest the Roosevelt
Campaign strains with all of its
oratorical power to swing the
doubtful Mid-west.

in 1920, delivered the most inspiring speech of the campaign to
date in a dramatic appeal for the
continuance of th~ New Deal before a crowd of Dayton, Ohjo lis·
teners on Oct. 9. Rising to· great
heights, Cox deplored the bogeyman tactics of ·the Republicans of
crying Communism!, thus entering the campaign with a scare
rather than a program. Cox also cried out against blind resistance, which, he claims, is .the basis of the opposition's failure to
underSl!and movements make men.
In an effort to checkmate statements made by Smith on the
preceding evening, Cox established strong arguments for the present administration in lauding the
handling of the bank crisis, the
birth of the N. R. A., and its effect in resuscitating dying business, the inception of the A. A. A.,
the P. W. A., and the inestimable
value of the Social Security Act.
In enumerating six evils which
would grow out of a Roosevelt
defeat, ex-governor Cox was
strong in stressing the futility of
electing a Republican president
to work with a Democratic Senate which will not be affected by
this election. He pointed out that
a government divided against itself would result in these times
of emergency, and four years of
progress will have been in vain.
In closing, Cox claimed that "the
Roosevelt Administration h a s
saved the nation's wealth and,
immeasurably more, saved the
nation's soul."
ICKES TALKS
The second outstanding Democratic speaker of the week was
the sharp Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, who reached
his highwater mark of the camcaign in an address at Columbus,
0., titled "Coughlin, Landon et
'Al.' " Ickes, in declaring that
there is a liaison between Coughlin's "stooge", Lemke, and the
Republicans, even went so far as
to charge Republican financial
aid is keeping the Lemke tour
afloat. Ickes struck home on
several occasions with resounding
accusations and stinging similies
which he used frequently to d1·ive
in his point.
As orators and would-be orators swarm to the front in an attempt to grab the limelight and
to assure themselves of a slice of
political victory, when the portions are meted out on Jan. 20,
1937, Roosevelt and Landon, the
two leading men . in America's
great drama are stumping madly
through the middle Western
states in a final attempt to harpoon the doubtful states. Landon will penetrate the region
around the Great Lakes in an attempt to snare the . 88 electoral
votes !epresented in the states
bordering thereon.-;-Rooseve~t, on
the ot~er hand, .will take m 11
st~te:i 1!1 the Ohio. and Easte;nM1ss1pp1. valley with a longing
eye ~ast on the 193 electoral votes
lurking the~e.
As the p1vo.tal states a~·e .now
recl_uced to -~m~esota, i;vt:1cl11gan,
Ohio a~d Illino1s, Indiana, a~d
L~nd~n s own state Kansas. Oh10
with its 26 e.lectoral v~tes beco~es the priz~ for. which the
aspirants will vie with hammer
and tong.
Ohio, uncertain. Ohio, will
warm to the candidate w~o caters .mostly to he~. . It w.111 be
nothmg of a surprise if Oh10 be~~;;;;;;;;;;;~·;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~;;;;;;;-~••~
...~.

MUCH EXCITEMENT
-The glistening stage of national politics reflects naught but
IS
presidential news during these
weeks but the fine class of speakers who are carrying the silks for
the two major contestants , offer
,
and
no chance for complaint .as to
dearth of political excitement.
The New Deal shone with a
For College Students
stroke of life arid geniµs in presenting two of America's outstanding srokesmen within the
past week. James M. Cox, the
venerable former governor of
Ohio, and. a presidential nominee L'==============..-.!I

New' Styl• h

Rain Coats

um breIIas

comes the deciding factor in the
coming election.

Spanish Chtb
For1ned Here
Officers Nained
(Continued from Page 1)
was understood that the nature
of the Sodality work this year
will be open-forums on current
Catholic Action topics.
'!.'he Sodalists, prepared suitably by their talks to their fellow
students at Xavier, will in all
likelihood form a Speakers' Bureau to lecture before local civic
clubs and parish groups.
Varied Activity
When questioned concerning
the Sodality work, Father Steiner said: "I wish to emphasize that
if the Sodalists wish to devote
time to public-speaking, that will
not form the entire purpose during the presel1t year. Other
schemes of activity will be designed to attract and retain those
students of the University who
tend to.shy away from the publici
platform .. The Sodality will be1
democratic and all-embracing. It
is expected that the Sodalists will
work up a program so attractive
that every student of the university will wish to join."
_.
The Junior Sodality will convene again Monday and may
elect their officers at that time. At
an assembly held this week after
mass, Father Steiner outlined the
work done by the freshmen in
the past and emphasized the possibilities for a more developed
and concrete program to be undertaken this year.
Both the Junior and Senior
groups . will open their meetings
with the recitation of the office
as has been the custom in the
past, Father Steiner said.

PHOTOGRAPHER
W. Paul Barrett, former editor
of The Xaverian News, is now
affiliated with the Nivison-Weiskopf Company, Reading, 0.,
where he is doing experimental
work ·with color photography.

LEON BELASCO
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Better make your reservation now.
He's head· cheer leader . • . and
head al his class, too, for real
swinging dance music.
Naw play·
ing nightly in the beautiful Pavillon
Caprice. Better make a dote NOW!
Na cov!!r charge, minimum chock
$1 !$2 an- Saturdays, holiday eves
and opening night).
Dancing
nightly and Saturday at luncheon
in the Restaurant Continentale.

t:?~k,

·~

1t

NETHERLAND PLAZA
W.

o. s ..Jbach,

Manager

BOO Roo"rno • ·• , minimum 1ata
1

e3
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tried to follow the trail blazed by Lindy
across the sky are not familiar with the
instruments and their operation, or the
law of averages has been suspended when
trans-Atlantic flights are attempted,
thwarting the majority of pilots before
they reach their destination.

Subscription: Per Year $1.00

ADVOCATES.
YOU
SAID IT STREET-PREACHING
BY JOHN FOGARTY
ASA MEANS
OU CAN'T IMAGINE (no you can't)
Y
how shocked this dept. was to learn
0 F POSITIVE
of the large numbers of persons going
toot:h and nail, or vice versa, after the
CATHOLIC ACTION
little ones who attend the football games.

There was the man who carried a ton
~(ember: JcHnlt Colle11e Ncwspnpt!r As•oclatlon, of dirt off the golf course SO that he COUld
Natlonnl C:ollcgc l'rc•• Aoouclntlou, Ohio Collcire be as swanky as the Joneses and have
Sewspapcr .ANMoclntlon.
"tee " But there are also the people' who
Editor .......................................... VINCENT E. SlIITJI ' 't . 1't t ti woman on the golf Years ago I ·felt the same way but time,
It'O c . \'OET . t7·JJ 0 tmh a eth 1e tart driving
.
11111111••• lrnna11cr ................................ ' ,
among others, has told and at this adj RAY.uoNn .1. nEllllLE course w en
ev s
.

it'is1ifi~ ~\. ~~~~~~IAX
j''EoNARD o. oARTN•:n

:\ltmaghur Editors: · (

N•w• Editor•: """'"" 1:g:~\:'.f /·a:~~~fi~~
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s 1rnrt. Editor ...................... nonER'l' E. CUlUIINS
NORRIS
•·.a111re •:<11tor•: ....... { RICHARD
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HAURY WEINOAllT~•:n
A••l•lnuto: ................... n:r.ix u. s111~PLEY
.1.im• A. ,JONt:s
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lnvestigatio1iHERE IS AN UGLY rumor spreading
among the more prominent Democrats in Washington that all is not as it
should be.
In the last year or so, four of the New
Deal's leaders have died, the last Secretary of War Dern being the only one to
succumb to an illness of any great length.
The. other three all died under peculiar
circumstances.
It is strange that' each o'f the quartet
was abottt to make a· report ·based on intensive observation of the -legal and il-.
legal activities of lar·ge corporations when
death silenced him.
One of the three
died presumably of heart failure, and yet
a short time before his death, he.had been
assured by his physician that he was in
perfect health and that, when he did die,
the cause of his death would certainly
not be due to his heart.
Government men are in no way trying
to lead people to believe that the Republicans are responsible for any of these affairs; indeed no mention has been made
in the news or in any other source which
would. tend to spread the rumor to that
effect.
In Washington, however, certain companies are regarded with suspicion by the
New Deal. You as readers will frown
upon the whole affair as another bit of
exaggerated journalism in college papers.
But our source is a reliable person who
just i·eturned from Washington and a chat
with President Roosevelt. Don't be surprised if there should be a genuine investigation of the whole matter if F. D. R.
returns to the White House.

T

-F. R. S.
From the statistics released from Ohio
Stadium lcist Saturday, Pitt seems likely
to play in the Rose Bowl without feeling
any of the thorns.

------

Years Tell-

ARRY RICHMAN with an experi·enced pilot and a plane equipped
with the most modern instruments available twice attempted to wing his way
across the Atlantic, and both times failed
-he never reached his· goal. At about
the same time Mrs. Beryl Markham, the
English aviatrix, set out on a trans-Atlantic flight and missed her mark about
as much as the Broadway crooner. With
the tenth anniversary of Charles A. Lindbergh's epical flight to Paris just a matter
of months, each succeeding year makes
his feat more spectacular and increases
our respect for his flying ability.
How few successful flights have been
made since Lindy took off one early
morning and set sail for Paris and glory.
It took him thirty-·three hours to make
his flight during which time he had to be
constantly alert; Harry Richman needed
only sixteen hours and in his plane were
two well qualified pilots for whom sixteen hours should not have been greatly
uncomfortable. Lindy's plane was an antique compa·red with the Lady Peace and
yet with all his advantages Richman
twice plunged to the ground in -a forced
landing.
All of this points to Lindbereih's superior flying skill. ·Either the men. who have

H

-

A. New League of Natio11s-

THE

FUTILITY OF THE LEAGUE of
Nations was a~ply evidenced by
the military gestures of the past year
which saw the solemn authority of Gen;
eva fl ou t ed f or th e first t1'me and the
powers of arbitration fail wh.en bro~g~t
face to face with an internat10nal cr1s1s.
After concessions would not deter Mussolini who demanded all of Ethiopia as a
peace-price, an embargo on munitions was
proclaimed by the League but failed because of French violation. Similarly,
when Hitler remilitarized the Rhineland
though forbidden to do so by treaty, no
amount of persuasion could dissuade. the
Ger.man tyrant from the purpose which
aroused France to such an extent that
she a:1ked ·the League to forget her treason oi 'some months previous and bring
the pressure to bear against her neighbor.
Finally, Haile Selassie, exiled emperor of
Ethiopia, created a near-riot among the
diplomats when he reprimanded the
League in scorching language for its fail~
ure to cooperate against Italy in aiding
the Ethiopian defense.
.·Although these events were severe
blows to international arbitration, still
all hope for peace is not to be abandoned.
While it is clear that w'ith its prestige
weakened and two of the major powers
antagonized the present League. has been
rerrdered useless, nevertheless a rebuilding of the structure with the support and
coperation of all the powers in the world
remains as an inviting alternative.
In
this age of scientific advancement when
methods are found day after day to· preserve life and prevent disease, steps
shoufd be also taken to outlaw war and
maintain peace at any cost. War is never
justifiable; it is brought about purely by
an injustice committed by one nation
against another and is to be opposed unabatingly either by uprooting the injustice itself or by peaceably settling the
dispute when the outbreak occurs.
Conscious of these duties, a rejuvenated
League of Nations, while unable to prevent war, can certainly do much to lessen its chances and to abbreviate the open
hostility. If the present members had
consolidated their opposition against Hitler and demanded the observance of the
Vers_ailles and Locarno pacts, they could
easily have made Der Fuehrer recall his
Nazi troops and abandon all hopes of annexing Austria which he has coveted for
several years and still covets in spite of
the Austro-Ger.manic pact. Likewise, if
every nation of the world had supported
the sanctions against Italy, it is estimated
that the Duce's aggression would have
been terminated in less than ·two weeks.
A taxing task, then, confront the diplomats of the world if a durable medium
is to be founded to arbitrate disputes and
make immediate and drastic reductions
of the armies and navies of the world.
To. insure a successful court, the nations
must pledge their unqualified support,
must condemn the selfish or cowardly
motives responsible for their desertion of
Ethiopia when she was invaded by the
strong, invincible band of Fascist warriors. England has shown herself to be
intensely interested in the preservation ·of
peace, and it is expected· that the Baldwin cabinet will launch a constructive
program to strengthen the League when
it convenes next month: Following this
precedent, the powers of the world, inclusive of the United States, can immunize themselves from war and fix a limit
to the armament race of Europe which,
history attests, can only culminate in
open conflict.
·

vanced age I can look back and see how
harsh was the judgment. What if the
little ones throw pop bottles and that
well known paper, you wouldn't see their
aTms grow puny from lack of exercise
would you? Ask the man wh'o owns one
(a child I mean) whether. or not he objects to such antics. It is a well known
fact that -many fathers lovingly count every impression Junior's little hammer
has left on old pap's head. Now I happen to know that the gentleman who
wrote that sharp -letter to the "News" last
week does not own one (a child I mean)
and is therefore· in no position to understand or appreciate cherubs in what is
scientifically known as the-loud-voicedand-object-hurling-stage.
The pushing
and shov-ing among the children is also
declaimed in angry tones, and it is merely a demonstration of health. Supposing
a. little one flying through the air does
land in your lap. Hundreds ?f men would
go without shoes just to have a child in
their lap-and sometimes do. So let us
have no more of this bickering about children at the football games. What this
count•ry needs ~- less of the "slap that
kid's ears down" attitude and more head
patting, lolly-pop buying citizens. And
I hope and pray that some of the little
dears get to read this! · Mental activity of
a stooge in American History class: Forty minutes to go, time sure drags. Wonder if the team will win Saturday?
Wouldn't want to play in all ,that mud.
Reminds me of those Pilgrims-cold and
wet half the time. Glad I didn't discover
this dump, no hot water, no place to go
en week ends. And what did they get
out of it-a coupl'a monuments, they can
have 'em. Look at that goof preparing
for. the next· class: I'd get caught if I
tried it. He's still taiking about those
lousy Pilgrims! They weren't so hotcouldn't do anything but shoot 'turkeys
and Indians. Wonder if I can have a date
this week? Nuts to 'em-this week I'm
gonna eat. Maybe I can go over and sit
around 'er ·house, sure thats what I'.U do.
1643? Can't think what happened thenMagna Carta? some revolution? ah whats
the difference. Class over? Musta fallen
asleep. Haffta take some notes tomorrow,

CCORDING TO the headlines of a
paper from, St. Paul, "encreased en:
Tollnient sends your ·faculty members to
infirmary." , .. You may.·have it on the.
authority of the -Kentucky Kernel; the
Civil War is still •being fought on the other side of the river ... "Cheek to cheek"
and "streamline" dancing are banned at
Boston University. . . . "Plans, not platforms, progress, not politicians and no
student polls," is the determined stand of
the Boston University News against the
.gathering vapors of the ensuing presidential campaign. The result of its poll four
years ago was . overwhelmingly proHoover.
Organized demonstration does not appear to be neglected ainong us today.
Witness •.. LDS Angeles Junior College
is sta·ging a fashion show of proper cam-.
pus apparel in its Administration auditorium for . the benefit of the incoming
freshmen ... Spring Hill College, whose
traditions extend back to the Bienvilles1
will actively participate in the historical
pageant commemorating the 225th anniversary of the founding of Mobile and the
city's singular. ~I.story.. under five flags.
.. , A pajama parade is penalized at the
Xavier's .school spirit . offers the .one University of Minnesota by re:quiring the
thing that might lead an outsider
be- guilty .individuals to tarry and wear paZiev~ that there might be something in jamas properly for. another 15 units beNihilism after all that. has been said.
fore graduation.

to
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HE TIME HAS urgently come· today
when Catholic youth must dell.nitely
and actively organize-not in some vague,
In
theoretical manner, ·but concretely.
New York City, as an answer to this call,
a g-roup of eager, fi~ting students have
joined together under the banner ; of
Catholic Action as the Campion Propaganda Committee. Influenced, taught
by priests and lay leaders, inspired by· the
understanding of what 'their Faith means,
they ·have taken up curt opposition to
Communism, Fascism, social injustice,
and the godliness which is so prevalent
in our own nation.
Just as ·has been done by enthusiastic
Catholic youth in New York and other
large cities, so we must co~mence our
work in Cincinnati. We who believe and
know that Christianity,· the doctrfnes of
the Cath.olic Church, is the only solution
to perverted standards and moral outrages of today, must put our convictions
into the minds of every person we can
contact.
This we can only accomplish
when we have thoroughly learned the
teachings, both individu<jil and social, of
our Faith, and the simple, conclusive answers to objections brought against them.
At Xavier University this year, linked
with the Sodality, we are organizing an
active Evidence-Guild. We want response;
we want eager, inte'!·ested workers; we
want attendance. The purpose of this
Evidence Guild will be, to learn fuHy our
Catholic Religion, Her moral teachings
and the specific code She has of applying
them to society. More than this we will
learn the method of ·expressing these
truths, these convictions, in the form of
public speaking, ,so that we can at any
time make an intelligent presentation of
them.
'
The Xavier University Evidence Guild
will be conducted in conjunction with. the
Evidence Guild at Xavier High School,
which assembles regularly every Thursday n.ight. Ours wH1 •be on the same
basis, with the same end in mind, namely,
to discuss ou·r Faith and the forces which
attack it today. We will have regular
meetings at the University weekly. or biweekly during the school day. In addition to this we will send a speaker each
week to the Guild down town.
If there is ever an opportunity to show
the love of our Religion, it is herein. The
work will. be delightful, '.stimulating, educational, beneficial both from a material
and spiritual standpoint.
·
Soon we hope to visualize and. hear
street-speaking in ·cincinriati,· .when ·the
word of the Catholic Cliurch will go directly to the man in the street frcim the
street. We want to take the·lead, if,po!lsible, in this new movement, we, Xavjer·
men. Now, with our Ev-idence Guild, we
are at a position to. prepare.Watch the bulletin board for further
information, attend the weekly Sodallty
meetings, and above all, . get behind .this
·
Guild work.
Leonard .C. Gartner.
NDICATIONS eaTly in the week showed the typically listless attitude of Xavier students 'to campus activities.. Enable to follow the Musketee1·s to Dela~
ware to watch the "big game" of midseason· when the Crowemen meet George
Gauthier's battling Bishops, the st'udents
failed to register for the. transpor.tation
facilities arranged by campus autharities.
Something is wro'lg. with tlie school
spirit of Xavier. ·We have here all ihe
opportunities for.' genuine aH-around de.:
velopment which are. much underrated
and less appreciated by the students.
Xavier is not a football school. ItB ath~
letic program · is --conducted·. beca~ .· . it
works to the betterment of. the· academic
stanaards ·of the· curriculum and. the· spirit of the student body.
"· ..
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Censorship Of I XAVERIAN
German Press _
Unsuccessful

NEWS IN PICTURES

German People · Bored
By Bans Of Hitler; No·
\ hie Experiment Fails
In Purpose.
BY RAY J, KEMBLE, Jr.

FEW DAYS ago a small
SOME
item was published in the
local papers. Not of much importance in itself, it was tucked
inside the issue. It was a despa~ch from Germany announcing
that hereafter a month's subscription to a German newspaper will
be presented to every couple applying for a · marriage license.
The fact that previously a copy
of Herr Hitler's 'Mein Kampf'
was given to each couple is amusing, but beside the point.
·This subscription is being given in an effort to counteract the
growing lack of interest in the
elosely controlled, strictly censored Nazi press.. The citizens of
the Reich have become so tired
of reading that all-is quiet on the
western front that .they no longer read it. Having learned there
is nothing new in the news, they
have very sensibly and very
thriftily cancelled their subscrip·
tions to the government controll·
ed sheets. Hitler, realizing the
disadvantage of such a state of
affairs, has taken this step to re·
store . the circulation of his papers.
The fact that press censorship
is unsuccessful is again demon·
strated. It should provide some
very interesting material for
thought not only to Hitler but to
all governments censorially in·
clined. It is PO!lsible for a government to control the native
press absolutely, to print merely
the new favorable to the men in
power and exclude all unfavorable items, but· it is not possible
to mold the opinion of the people
in this fashion.
No Fools
If the citizens were all gullible
children, believing as some of
tehir forefathers did, .that everything appearing in print is of its
very nature · infallibly true, the
process of censorship would be
successful. But the people are
not fools. They have learned
that under · any circumstances
they should weigh carefully the
11ews presented .them, and know·
ing their news is sifted carefully
by a. censor before being given
them, they are still more wary.
Knowing they may be reading
l h If
ths h
ed
on Y a -tru ' t ey are inclin
. to take all facts presented them
in a skeptical spirit.
·
In. this way the censor defeats
·his own purpose. He gives the
people knowledge of those-things
he chooses. The people realize
th'
is and are very likely to discount as exaggerated or even
false every item they read, . no
matte.r how truthful it may be in
reality.
.
As a ·result of their· disbelief of
all they read in the papers, the
condition we have now in Germany arises. The readers cease
reading the papers entirely. True,
not all will discontinue their subscriptions to the press. But when
the ·non;readers become so num'· erous .as to cause wo.rr.y to the
government, it is evident that a
&teat percentage of the popu.la· tion must·. be· distrustful of· the
··new8pap~rs.
, .
Besides the group wlio cancel
their subscriptions there is a larger group, who while still reading,
·k
·
d
.. now their news is censored, an
:weigh every press despatch with
. this ·fact In mind.
·Mbuls Of Peo)tle
Another ·di.Advantage of cenaorahip Is the ·effect It has on the
· minda·:of the people and·on ·their
·ilttitude·:0toward .the 1ovemment.
·Some· will-be· inclined to· relard
the' . cens0r1hip imposed . upon

CANNON ARRIVES FOR XAVIER FIELD ARTILLERY UNIT
The four 75-millimeter cannon pictured above arrived at Xavier University, last week completing the equipment
there for the new field ~rtillery unit of the R. O. T. C. Although basically the cannon to be used at Xavier are the same
as thos~ made famous m the World War, they have been modified to permit their being drawn behind high-speed trucks.
Immed1at~Jy UP..Ol! completion of their fundamental training-, the Xa ','.ier cadets will start instruction on ,the French 7S's.
1

PRESIDENT F. D. R.

Fraaklln D~ Roosevelt
President Franklin D e I a no
Roosevelt announced plans to
visit the student body of Xavier
on his trip thru Cincinnati.
them by the go:vernment as a
serious infringement on their liberty, causing a hostility toward
the men in power. Too, censors
might give some thought to this
fact: an agitator against the government will find it very simple
to convince the people of whatever he chooses: The simple cit·
izen, not learning from the press
facts unfavorable to the govern·
ment, and knowing there must be
such facts, will be inclined to believe any story the agitator is inclined to tell. How does the citizen know it is· not the truth?
He learns from his newspaper
those things alone which are
likely to increase, the good opin·
ion he has of , the government.
For the other side o~ the picture
he must turn elsewhere. What
he learns fr.om other sources may
h
·11
or may not be true,·but e w1
probably believe it.
What then is the value of censorship? If it merely cut down
the· number of readers, and makes
skeptics and enemies of those
who remain, it has no advantage.
But Hitler believes in its sadvantages. Before him men have
learned and after him m~n will
learn that the 'censor does more
harm than aood. Yet he, like his
predecessors and- his successors,
wise In other ways is. stupid in
this: He will continue to poae as
dietician of news.
·
·

One Year A10 Thill Week: The
Musketeera whitewashed Haa·
kell with Johnny Koprowski
ringing up 253 yards in 11 attempts with the ball. The Indians made no first downs.

The Xaverian N·e-ws
s
s p. 0 R

Three Yean At• 'l'bll · -w.e111
Playina a 1uperior brand of foot~ ball, the Xavier Mus!Ceteera held
a powerful w.. & J. team to one
touchdown and lost 8-0.
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Crowemen Tangle With Bishops Saturday
Future Opponents Impress
r:-----·-·-·--·--,.:·-·-..-·-·::-·---1 Xavier Takes

In Defeating Powerful Foes:L-~~~~~~-~~~t~~~-~~~~ To Road- Foe
Experie;;cing a fortunate reversal of form t.he future .riMeeting With
vals of Xavier's Musketeers crashed th1·ough this week with
a .666 win average, four teams winning and two tumbling to
Ohio Wesleyan
defeat.
Heading the list of victors are Detroit's Titans who swept

over the western prairie to stampede the Oklahoma Aggies_.46-12.
"The Martins and the Coys",
those reckless mountain boys
from South Carolina "riz up"
and trimmed Florida 7-0. It was
the first win for the Dixie boys
and in beating the Alligators,
they showed remarkable improvement ov-er their previous
performances.
Centre's Pray in g Colonels
should 'be eight points worse than
the Muskies. At 1east that's what
their 12-0 victory over Transylvania's Pioneers would seem to
indicate.
However, Kentucky
looked much better than Georgia
Tech, on paper, but-.

Wittenberg continued to display a well balanced attack and
tight defense in knocking off
Kenyon 20-0.
On the other side of the ledger,
"boogie man" defeat still heckled
Davis Elkins and Ohio Wesleyan.
Still wallowing in the slough of
defoat, Davis Elkins, playing listlessly, were shelled 51-6 by a
woefully underrated St. Bonaventure eleven for their third
straight loss. .
Ohio Wesleyan's Bishops also
failed to break into the win column, succumbing after a bitter
struggle to Ray Zeh and Western
Reserve 20-12.

lookiu' from the

SPORTSIDE
by Red Haughey

E WESTERN KENTUCKY scare was a psychological godsend to
· h ad won by a handsome
Coach Crowe's Musk et eers. If X av1er
score the Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan would seem easy after their defeat by Western Reserve. But Friday night's lucky win revealed
the fact that things won't be so easy at Delaware if Western Kentucky can hold their own against the Blue and White. s.o.far this
season Xavier rooters have judged the team on its prom1smg performance against the Kentucky Wildcats. On that same basis we've
nothing much to brag about siiice Georgia Tech so violently dis. turbed Kentucky's dreams of a Rose Bowl bid. The first class A
line the Wildcats faced made their own forward wall look ridiculous. Now ihe Xavier line doesn't look as "iron" as it seemed to be
when Wynne's wizards had such a tough time with it. Nor did it appear so strong against the Western outfit, who not only opened holes
· m1g
· hty d'ffi
· b a11 carfor their backs but made 1t
1 cult f or th e x av1er
.
f
·
M
v r Wesleyan scored
riers to get past t h e 11ne o scrimmage.
oreo e •
on Western Reserve thru the air, and Western Kentucky did the
same to Xavier with· flabbergasting ease. If Migration Day is to
be a success let's hope that only that sloppy field and a case of overconfidence stopped the Muskie running attack Jast week, and let's
pray that Crowe's backs knock down those passes which are sure
to come.

I

-----x

E SCORE DOESN'T tell the tale of Pitt's superiority over
ti
t
p th
Ohio, for. only the referee's whis e could s op the an ers
as they marched to the four yard line at the end of each half.
Yards rushing, Pitts 251, Ohio 77 ••• the crowd was honored
with the presence of the Republican No. 1 stooge • • • It takes
luck as well as sklll to be a champion, as was demonstrated
when a punt return with a lateral netted 75 yards and a touch·
down in the last seconds of the Minnesota-Nebraska tilt ••• Bob
Dremann, Friday night's Achllles, was only one of the stars of
that surprise touchdown. It was Joe Kruse who blocked the
punt and he and a few other Musketeers did some quick thinking
and some quicker blocking which resulted in'. the nattenlng out
ol all but one of Bob's pursuers. Dremann was runnln1 so bard
the fans were wondering If he wa sgoln1 to stop when he rot
across the goal.
----x

T"

T

HE X CLUB IS getting mercenary again, raffling off a trip to
Delaware, expenses paid, or the cash equivalent. The chances
are ten cents, three for a quarter ... A dry field at Wesleyan will
be a delight to the eyes of the Musketeers and their backers, as nifty
ball carrying and powerful blocking are what the Blue and White
depend on ... If Dave Snell kicks 'em like he did Friday night
it will help a lot towards keeping the Bishops too far into their own
territory to open up a pass attack ... Herb Snell got a try at left
half the other night, which makes us wonder if we'll soon see him
doing the passing ... Xavier's all-Ohio quarterback for ·19351 Leo
"Twinkletoes" Sack, now assistant to Clem Crowe, hasn't forgotten
a thing about carrying the pi'gskin, as was evidenced by his making·
both touchdowns for the Model Shoes Pros In their closely fought
game with the L~uisville outfit Sunday.

BY BOB CUMMINS
(Sports Editor)
Venturing forth from their:
stronghold tomorrow for the first
and only game -on foreign soil,
Xavier's Musketeers descend- on
Delaware, where they meet Ohio
Weslyan's Bishops Saturday In
the most crucial game on their
schedute. The contest promises
to be a viciously fought thriller
as the Bishops smarting under
the sting of three humiliating de·
feats at the hands of Pitt, Day.
ton; and Western Reserve, will
be battling to climb out of the
ruck into the win column. Re-venge will be the Musketeer _by·
word-revenge for the 40-0 and
41"12 trouncings handed _the Blue
by the Bishops in 1923 and 111211,
the only other two tlmea the
teams met.
BARD CHARGING 'l'BAM
In an-· effort to stem the tide of
defeat Coach Gauthier will throw
a team -.o~ eleven hard chargii11;
11
hard dr1vmg men on the field
against the Muskies. The Bish·
ops, despite
their
mural Volley Ball League. .
have
a hustling
-ballthree
club defeats
which
Students CO ll t e St For Tv:-elve, one ~oz.en, aggregations has been frowned upon by Lady
V ) bl T
h • 0 bearing the dignified cognomens
.
a ua e rop Jes ll "The Stooges," - "Wach's Wasp" Luc~ .a~~ one whic~ h~s lat~nt

volley Ball League Gets
Under Way At Univers:ty
Xavier Campus.

::~~d~~:.~ i;,~i~cks;0~!~e :~;::: ~f:s~t~~:es~a~~~~~ 1 ~fn~nf~r~:

hon, the Bishops are able ~o focus a great deal of pow.er inside
the ta~kles-a spot, incidentally,
at ·which the Muskies showed· a
The whole in~titution has been :u'::~r~~~r ~~i:;~:~a~~di;~ui;.::tlt marked weakness against Weatin a furor this week because of the bounding pellet. While the ern Teachers:
Monday ahftahnoon atahalf ahtah committee under the supervision Sta~douts m the . Bishop fast
chew '(2:30) the "cometomego- of the one and only Commission- charging, ~all hawkm1 forward
·
· . Pl ay, " '"'b
BillkCody, lb
200 lb.d tackle
fromme overthenet"
exponents er "F a11
"" ove B oard" , wall
d J'are B
Cod .·
~!
.
.
.
"No Hitting in the Clinches" an im an s, 178 . ·en ·
institute proceedings, m the Intra- Bailey has been careful to allow a _powerful fellow, 1s a bull on
- - - - - - - - - - - - - none but the elite to enter, they defense ..l:lnd. stood up surprising·
l
ll ag
t th batter! a of
assure us of.that
_the1·e wm be just Pitts.
)'._ wePanthers.
ams Banks,
e
_
,
"oodles"
activity,
the n.
right
They also, however, hasten to end 1~-· the ace .Pass receiver of
inform the spectators that should the Bishops aerial game.
strife rear its ugly head among In the backfield Haegemalln,
•
0
the participants and officials, they the field general and saf~ty man,
___
·. should please refrain from. hurl- ~n~ B~oak, the husky pile driv·
.
. ,
: . ing articles of any description at mg tail back carry the. brunt of
~askmg. in the golden, fleet~ng 'the aforementioned participants the offense. ~roaks besides beln1
smile of fic~le Dame Po~ular1ty, or contestants as said arti_cles will a powerful lme. plunger, do.es
Xavier's gridders have invaded not be returned.
most of the _passing.
the entertainment world, tempor- .To the victors of the tourney
BUCKEYE CONFERENCE
arily and in answer to th~ call of will go individual awards, such Realizing the importance of a
the air waves are making fre- as fur lined gaboon, left handed victory over a member of the
que_nt appearances on the ether. tooth br~sh, or a _genuine inflam- Buckeye Conference, the Musklea
Jim Farasey, Bob D~eman!' mable c1g~rette lighter. .
have been. drilling diligently this.
and Jo.e Kruse have been 1~ a bit •Mondays encou~ter w~ll find week, polishing up their weak
of ~ dither of late attemp~mg to the Wasps attempting to stmg the aerial game and bolsterlni the
fulfill 1·equests for public and St?oges and th.e Stooges en~e~v- weak spots in the line.
vocal appearances.
All three ormg to retahat~ by. depriving Although Whitey Walsh, dim·
have appeared over WSAI and the Wasps of their optics by the inutive guard, will be. ready for
~rus~ also ~raced the WL~,s~u· approved method of gouging.
action, Joe Libis, hls equally 41 ~d~os m the mt~r~~ts of the ~1d- The Lineups:
minutive running mate who hai
dies of . America and the eat
Stoores
WUJlll
been a hospital case for the past
your spinach movement.
Lee
Brenner
week, is a very doubtful starter.
Fred Nebel and Bob Cummins Luegers
Burke
the Chicago gangsters,- and Eddie Kohlhoff
Bird
LAWYERS.
Geers, the 5 ft. 8 young quarter- Monahan
Schuh
1
back appeared on the Junior Xa- Tro11tman
H. Wachs (C)
Robert F. Dreiilame, Lawrence
vier Club program in answer to Tillman (C)
E. Wachs
J. Flynn, and Joseph B. Nieman
thousands of urgent requests reare rtudying law at the Unlver·
- REPOR'l'BR .
ceived in an . envelope bearing
sity of Cincinnati Law SChool.an Avondale postmark.
Dremann, Nebel, Farasey and E. Leo Koetter; · .president of
. MUSIClL\N ·.
Cummins were also on exhibition Sword and Plume,-joined the.re· .
. ·- ~
: ·._:_, ·
at the Holy Name Father and Son' portorlal -staff of .The Cincinnati . Joseph_A. Link; Jr., ls now:. di·
Night at Holy Name Parish. Clem Times-Star recently.
He had rector of the_·band at Roier _Ba_.
Crowe and Leo Sack were the been:. employed .. by. the ·Home con-.'High School-where he ii ln·
featured_speakers.
·Owners Loan Corporation;·
structor In commercial ~ubJeet•:
BY BOB CUMMINS
(Sports Editor)

Xavl·er "Aeri"al''
I
Game mproves
With Seasoning

"Zetes", "Boneyard Billygoats"
and the "Garret Gougers" have
indicated their desire to engage
. -
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Final Quarter "Spurge" Brings 12-7 Win
Musketeers
Slush Way To
Victory Over
Hill toppers

IT LOOKS MIGHTY EASY

INDIVIDUAL GAINS
Composite statistics of the
first four games of Xavier
University showing the total
yardage, number of attempts,
and ground-gaining average of
each Musketeer.
AtPlayer
tempts Tot. Av.
Keller
6
101
16
Neary
4
58
15
Koprowski
34
289
8.5
Russ
·
11
74
7
D. Snell
28
186
7
·cummlns
15
86
6
Farasey
26
137
5
B. Snell
19
86
5
Patton
2
4
2
Darragh
2
2
1
Geers
0
0
0
Mahoney
0
0
0

BY JACK MACKEY
Quite some time before the
football season steamed under
way this year, Coach Clem
Crowe, in an interview, stated
something about a Western Kentucky State Teachers' team being
the "dark horse" on the 1936
schedule. And was he correct?
Last Friday_ evening, some 2500
spectators saw this same Western Kentucky State · Teachers'
Totals
1023
7
squad trot onto Corcoran Field
and proceed to give _the Muskies ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . :
some ftlty minutes of anguish, be.
fore a fair glance from Lady ball. Western Kentucky showed
Luck· banded the old ball game much power in the center of her
to the Blue and White just before line and most of her offensive
the final gun.
thrusts during the evening were
Up until the "·break" that gave directed through this . P?rtion of
th
Crowemen the deciding the forward wall. W1lhams, for
to~chdown, the Teachers' had the Teach~rs, played a whale of
held a one-point advantage for a ~ame m the backfield an.d.
three quarters and were fighting gam~d much groun_d through his
the home boys on eyen terms in bucking and bull-hke plunges..
the quagmire of mud. Matters Nebel, for the Crowemen, again
didn't brighten any when the played . the greater part of the
Musketeers were failing repeat- ga~e m the . enemy backfield
edly to bring the ball into scor- ~h1le on defense, and shov:ed
-Courtesy Cincinnati Post
ing position In the last quarter. Just about the most outstanding
Very Legaly, center, passing Kim Darragh, quarterback. Both players have been slow
Indeed, it did seem to the fans as performance on the field.
in reaching their stride but judging from their work in practice this week, they'll be in top
if the old "dark horse" were goshape for Wesleyan '
ing to. trot home ahead this time,
but they reckoned without our AIUIDDI
Legaly is a graduate of Elder High Schol. He is an expert swimmer and a fine basgood friend, "Mr. Break."
.
. ketball player who went in first-class style during his high school days.

I

Notes

I

THE BREAKS AGAIN .
,
Mr. "Break" has a habit of Frank X. Brearton, 33, graducropping up when . wholly unex- ate or the Mermaid Tavern, is
pected, but .never. have we seen now engaged In the practice of
him so welcome or so spectacular law with offices at 211 East
as we did in this particular game, F th St t R is i
la
last ~riday night. .we say, our
ree ·
e
n assoc "Blessings. on thee, little .ma~: tion with the firm or Kelly and
come. again some ot.her time, Remke of which the members
for, if ever the Muskies needed are Richard Remke Louis J
a friend, it was at that particular S hn Id
Ed
d j .,.
ed '
moment.
c e er,
war
.• ...enn y,
Briefly, the picture was this: William R. Mortashed, and Leonwith Xavier trailing 7-6 late in ard J, Dempsey.
the final period the Teachers were
keeping the ball well into enemy
John E. Snyder, '34, was reterritory, resorting to the educat- cently almitted to the Bar of the
ed toe of Babich, their .fine kick- state of Kentucky all'd will take
ing back, for holding Xavier ad·
vances well in check. With six the oath at Frankfort, Friday.
minutes remaining to play, Ba- Snyder ls assistant to Rev. Franbich dropped back to his forty- els P. Kemper, S. J., newly ap~ve to punt, but Joe Kruse, play- pointed Director of the Chicago
1~g a stellar game for th~ Mus- Province Division of the Semink1es, broke through, ·blocking the
ball, and here ls where the good ary ~id Association and of .the
Mr.. Break .stepped in.
ne~ Jesuit Bulletin. He resides
at West Baden College, West Bad, KRUSE GETS THRU
The slippery pigskin, bounding en, ln'dlana, where the Bulletin
off Cap'n Kruse's massive ex- Is edited.
panse known as the chest, shot
directly into the waiting arms of The marriage of Miss Alice
Bob Dremann, ·another one of Wagner, daughter of Mrs. Mary
Xavier's co-captains, who tucked S. Wagner, of Pleasant Ridge,
the ball In and flew 60 yards for and E. Wirt Russell, '29, was quieta touchdown-if one can "fly" ly solemnized at the Church of
60 yards through mud-puddles the Nativity, Pleasant Ridge.
and water pools for a touchdown: Mrs. Russell attended the UniThe Musketeers were able to versity of Cincinnati and is achold onto their slim lead for the tive in the alumnal affairs of the
remainder of the game and came !llewman Club. Mr. Russell was
out on the long end 12 to 7.
promlll'ent in campus activities
Western ·Kentucky came here during the undergradnate d~ys.
with a strong ·team having been He was editor of the Xaver1an
beaten only once since 1934, an'd News and the Athletic Review.
gave Xavier a hard fight through- The Russells are now establshout. However, the Musketeers ed In their home at 21~8 Crane
pushed on the power in the first Av~nue, Evanston.
quarter and quickly drove ove~ Edm d D Doyle '29 Cincinun
• . •
•
f
a touchdown, when Koprowski,
from the eight-yard line, scooted natl attorney, an'd candidate or
around ight end for the score. state representative, . heads the
.
r
.. .
. Id Young Democratic Club of HamH1s try for extra-pom~ wa~ w . e, llton c 0 unty for the comln"'
..
and when the Teachei;s tied the
·
· t · year
·
score on ·!l pass some mmu _es Other officers ehosen were:
late~1 .B~~1ch added the extra try Kay Hughes, first vice-president;
to ~IVe 'his team the lead, 7-~. Nora Mae Nolan, secretary; Donwh1ch advantage t~ey held until aid Dixon, treasurer; and Edwin
Dremann made . -h~s gazelle-like T. Beilker, '31, John Luebbers,
filaht for. the. wmmna~marker. John J. Biven, Nathan: Sollnrer,
John Barrett, William Scanlon,
SLIPPERY BALL
Neither teain could do much William Earls, Marie Droppelln · the alippeey aolna, and were man, Lucille Puttman, and Coleconftntd mosUy to stralaht foot- man wmrtnr, '34.

·

.

Darragh, in addition to being a member of the football 'team, took part in many campus
activities last year.
·

·

·

When the Muskies trek to Wesleyan, they will be playing their second out-of-town
game under head coach Clem F. Crowe. In their game last year with the Billikens of St.
Louis University, the Muskies beat the Bills 13-0. So that in addition to their desire to
trample upon the Buckeye Conference representative from Delaware, the Musketeers will be
inspired Saturday with the determination to keep a spotless slate for the gridiron wizard of
Xavier, Coach Crowe.
---------------------'-----------------\NELL, I COULD

iHE ANSWE.~

use IT - MY PIPES "TO IHAI IS
ALWA'IS BlllNG
MY i0N6UE.' !

COOL. SMOI<:'·
ING iOBACCO'-;b~P. A.

. HERE's WHY THERE~ NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE PRINCE ALBERT:11 P.A. IS CHOICE
1

MELLOW TOBACCO- "CRIMP CUT" FOR COOLNESS-WITH THE' 8ITE REMOVED BY
c ..... ,.~~-\~·~'"'"'Tob.Co.
SPECIAL PROCESS. ITS THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO
IN TH.E WORLD. AND SWELL FOR ''MAKIN'S" CIGARETTES.
,-~~

Smoke 20 fra.cnt.nt pipefula af Prince Albert. If you don•t find it the mellow•
eat, ttutient pipe tobacco yo1.1 ever smoked, rt!llurn the poc.Ltel tin with the
reat of the tobacco in it to U& at any limo within a month from this date, and
we will r(lfund full purchase price, plus poata·ae.
··
CSi11ned)

R.

J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

i>RINGE A11Eif;!:~;;
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of New York, serving two terms. liam Knox, as his running mate.

GRADS GET WORK

•
term of office with the Texan, Lemke was b?rn August •
John Nance Garner as vice pres!· at A.lbany, l\'1ll~nesota. After ~t·
tending public schools, he matr1c·
dent.
·
ulated at the University of North
Landon
Dakota, graduating in 1902 with
Alfred Mossman Landon was a bachelor of arts degree.
He
bo.rn September 9, 1887,, at West continued his education there at
Mrddlesei_<, · Pennsylvania. . He North Dakota University, at
pas.sect his ~oyhood .at Marietta, Georgeto:-vn .University, and at
Ohio, atte!Idm!l Marietta Acade· Yale Umversity. From the lat·
my. M~vmg to Independence, ter university . he received the
Ka!1sas .m 1904,, he entered the degree of bachelor of laws in 1905.
Unl\:ersity of Kansas and there Although bearing the "colors
recei':'ed the bachelor of laws de· of the newly formed Union Par·
gree m 1908.
- ty, at the present, William Lemke
After working in a bank for has been active in both Republi·
three years, the youthful Landon can and non-partisan circles. He
entered the oil business, advanc· was chairman of the Republican
ing .rapidly, During the World State Central Committee of North

tena~ce department of the Penn·
M l d 1 t . C rth

In 1?32 he was swept into the
Lemke
Biographies Of Presidential
-.Frank X. Schaefer and Joseph
presidency by a tremendous vote.
.
Today the Democratic candidate The third J?lember of the prom· J. Gruenwald, ll'aduates of lut
Candidates Pass In Review is looking forward · to a second lnent trio is William 13Lemke.
year are working In the main·
1878

Political Activity Is An·
alyze(l Ill Brief Survey.,
All Party Affiliations
Noted.
LANDON, LEMKE
AND ROOSEVELT

favored three.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was
born at Hyde Park, N. Y., Jan. 30,
1882. The son of James and
Sara Delano Roosevelt, he springs
.from a distinguished Dutch fam·
ii:>: which. immigrated to America
midway m the seventeenth cen·
tury.
Having graduated with a bach·
clor of arts degree from Harvard
and having obtained a bachelor
of laws degree from Columbia,
Roosevelt was admitted to the bar
in 1907. From his marriage in
1905 to a distant cousin, Anna
Eleanor Roosevelt, the Democrat-

Favored Three Are Dow11i
,,
To The "Pink ; All
Campaigns Arrive At ~~l~n~~~~;t~~~er has four sons ~at~~~~~~~1i8~~~~!r~e~!~f:e~ ~!~ 0!rec~e~A~~~;n!~ ~:~~ral ~~
Clhnax
He was elected to the state sen·
In 1932, Mr. Landon was elect· his adopted state in 1921, helping

·

•

BY C. F. HOLLEY
With the great national marathon in the offing and the active
participants trained to the "r;ink"
and eager for the event, let us
review briefly the lives of the

ate of New York in 1910, and in
1913 was appointed Assistant Sec·
retary of the Navy. In 1920, as
the Democratic vice presidential
candidate, he went down to de·
feat with James M. Cox. In 1928,
under the patronage C\f Governor
Alfred E. Smith, Franklin D.
Roosevelt was elected Governor

ed governor of Kansas on the
Republican ticket and was re·
elected by a large majority· upon
the expiration of his first ,term.
The Republican Convention of
1936 chose the popular Kansas
governor as its standard bearer
by a unanimous vote, and selectIng the Chicago publisher, Wil·

to draft the legislation for North
Dakota's new industrial program.
Mr. Lemke is now serving his
second term as Representative·
at-Large, elected by his Repub·
lican and non-partisan constituen~s. On the Union ticket with
Representative Lemke is Boston's
Thomas O'Brien.

ary an

P an in

a

age.

PRINTER
--Frank x. Overbeck, '35, is sell·
ing advertisement for the H.
Nieman Printing co., Cincinnati.
Robert H. Nieman president of
the firm is an Xa~ier graduate.
MEDICAL STUDENT
Charles S. Blase, '35, is now
studying medicine at the Unlver·
sity of Cincinnati.
...,_ _., _ _ _ _ _ _•

Julius Lohr, 8. S. P.
The ·-favorite ·barber
of the Campus

3757 Mongomery Road

Read any statement
about Chesterfield cigarettes
We tell you what they are made of-mild,
ripe tobaccos.

We tell you that we use

on Chesterfield pure cigarette paper.

We tell you that Cliesterftelds are
carefi1lly manufactured.
We suggest that ~ou try Chesterfields and

fi11d out how miid they are and what a
pleasing taste and aroma they have.

A great many cigarette smoker; will
tell

/'Oii

that Chesterfields satisfy-

gfrc them 11•/zat they 1Yant in a cigarette.
LIGGETT &. MYERS TOBACCO

Co.
C 19,6, LrooaTT" MYalS 'foo•cco Co,

